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Barry Shelton retires
after 14 years
BY Steven
CORE STAFF

A

Zak

fter fourteen years of
dedication and service
to St. Louis U. High, Barry
Shelton has retired to pursue
other ventures in his life.
Shelton’s retirement was
announced at last Friday’s
Immaculate
Conception
Mass. There, President David
Laughlin gave excerpts from
a graduation speech given by
Matthew Rice, ’08, praising
Shelton and the rest of the
custodial crew for the work
they put in to prepare the
school facilities so students
can go about their days. After
a standing ovation, Shelton
gave a few words to the student body before leaving to
another standing ovation.
Shelton’s decision to retire came about because of a
second job he has at Dillard’s.
He has been working there
for over 20 years part time as
a part of their merchandising
department. Recently, Shel-

ton was offered a full time
position by Dillard’s which
meant he had to retire from
his job at SLUH.
Shelton’s work may have
gone unnoticed by some,
but the impact he has had
on SLUH is immense. From
showing up after school to
cleaning up messes to setting up the Commons after
Masses and assemblies, Shelton always worked hard to
make the place better for the
students.
“He showed up every
day,” said Director of Environmental Services Jeff
Fields. “He was a nice guy to
work around.”
“Mr. Shelton is an extremely kind, humble, hard
working guy who cared and
cares a lot about this place,”
said President David Laughlin. “At the end of the day, Mr.
Shelton allowed us to do our
mission.”
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Editor in chief Jack Schweizer sat down with Principal Ian Gibbons, S.J., this
past week to talk about his
first semester at SLUH. The
following is an edited transcript; see the full, unedited
version at http://student.
sluh.org/prepnews to hear
what policies Gibbons hopes
to implement during his
time at SLUH.
Jack Schweizer: So, first
how’s the transition gone?
New school, new job, new
city—how’s that process
been going for you?
Ian Gibbons: So my transition was very fast. I finished
my job at Regis in mid to
late June and came here for
some quick meetings and
got a little bit of time with

continued on page 4
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A semester in review: Canvas after
starts for
semester of full-time use
Riley McEnery
response
in the classroom. The system and the group is led by math
became mandatory this year teacher Craig Hannick. The
to sexual
t. Louis U. High has com- in order to connect the school committee includes faculty
misconduct Spleted its first semester through one online system. members from every depart“One of the major sell- ment, including Hannick,
with the school using Canvas.
cases
The online learning manage- ing points and one of the rea- Ott, English teacher Jennifer
BY
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BY Jack Schweizer
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I

n response to the droves
of highly-acclaimed men,
from across all forms of work,
who have been accused of
and fired for sexual misconduct allegations, students and
teachers are starting to coordinate prayers, talks, and other plans to confront the news
and its implications for life at
St. Louis U. High.
This past week, SLUH
for Gender Equality, commonly known as SLUH4GE,
the social justice club which
talks about gender-related issues in society, hosted morning prayer over the PA system, while Spanish teacher
Katherine Toussaint spoke to
a senior theology class about

continued on page 2

Faculty meets ghost of late start
’Twas the Late Start on Wednesday, when all throughout SLUH
the teachers were stirring, a big
motley crew. What were these
elves up to? Page 2
News

or the first time in its 24
year history, the annual
January senior service trip to
Honduras has been canceled,
as the Central American
country reels in chaos after
a disputed presidential election, with protests breaking
out into violence across the
country and the installation
of a national curfew. The coordinators are looking into
possible replacement sites
for the six seniors who were
scheduled to go on the trip.
The lead coordinators,
campus minister Nick Ehlman and science teacher
Bradley Mueller, along with
principal Ian Gibbons, S.J.
and director of campus ministry Joseph Hill S.J., decided
to cancel the trip after the

Gibbons
reflects
on first
semester

ASC reflect on semester
Santa’s been checking his list,
and the ASC are checking theirs
twice. Page 2

ment system has been successful in organizing classwork, homework, and group
and club projects, but has also
been perceived as difficult to
use by some students and faculty.
Canvas is a cloud-based
software package used as a
learning management tool
for students, teachers, and
administrators. It can be accessed through a website domain, but is also offered in an
app for apple products, such
as the iPads that SLUH freshmen and sophomores are required to have.
SLUH began its transition to Canvas two years ago,
in the 2015-16 school year,
when a few teachers, including theology teacher Jon Ott,
began using pieces of Canvas
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sons we adopted it is to have
a school-wide, more uniform
technology system so that
students wouldn’t have to go
to Google Classroom for my
class and Socrative in somebody else’s class and Moodle
somewhere else,” said Ott. “I
think the whole point is to get
as many people on board as
possible so that it’s simpler for
students.”
At the beginning of the
year, some teachers, like Ott,
aided other teachers in utilizing Canvas. Training sessions
on how to build modules and
construct a course were offered to teachers to help them
get off on the right foot going
into the school year.
The Canvas Committee at SLUH has headed the
school’s transition to Canvas,

Silent Night for Hockey
All is not calm, and all is not
bright as the hockey team falls to
Vianney and prepares for future
formidable foes. Can the team
put the opposition to sleep in
heavenly peace? Page 10
Sports

B-ball dedicates win to Jackson
O Holy Night, what a win! Basketball shuts down Trinity,
honors Jackson, ’16 for an early
Christmas present. Page 10

Carrol, Director of Information Technology Jonathan
Dickmann, Library Director
Courtney Schraut, Spanish
teachers Maria Paz Campos
and Magdalena Alvarado,
history teacher Tom Zinselmeyer, Medical Director
Scott Gilbert, math teacher Craig Hinders, science
teacher Robyn Wellyn, and
art teacher Sean Powers, and
they meet every few weeks to
discuss the use of Canvas in
the SLUH community.
The system has been very
effective in organizing courses, from the perspectives of
both students and teachers.
A homepage on the website
and app provides users with
assignments, due dates, readings, test days, and other in-
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Toussaint talks with theology classes ASC’s find consolation in first
semester teaching
(continued from page 1)
with human dignity, to be able in class related to sexual missexual misconduct.
These actions are just the
beginning of a larger range
of ideas from some students
and teachers, including Stephen Deves, moderator of
SLUH4GE.
Deves said his club members started having conversations about the topic in their
meetings as the list of firings
and resignations continued to
grow—currently, 42 men in
positions of prominence have
been fired or forced to resign,
and another 24 have faced
some sort of suspension and
other fallout, according to the
New York Times.
The club wants to bring
the discussion to the wider
school community next semester, either through prayer
services, all school assemblies,
or forums. They’re considering recreating the “Voices of
SLUH” assembly to talk about
the news, similar to when students shared reflections following the Stockley verdict.
Deves also said they might
bring in a guest speaker.
Before any major event
though, as the first semester comes to an end, Deves
thought beginning the conversations through prayer
was the most appropriate response. Toussaint, originally
scheduled to say prayer on
the PA, turned the mic over to
members of SLUH4GE.
“They’ve wrote them
themselves and they’re centered around the sexual harassment news,” said Deves,
referring to the student speakers. “But focused on the lines
of asking God to grace us with
the ability to treat everyone

to have empathy, to be able to
listen to people’s stories, to be
able to love, keeping in mind
that these are prayers and
asking God for that grace to
live out our lives, treating everyone equally. So that’s what
this week has been, it’s kind
of a first step to maybe just
starting with prayer and then
maybe prayer leads to some
sort of action, or at least some
sort of education, or some
sort of discussion. But I think,
as a Jesuit Catholic community, that’s a big focus is that
we start with prayer.”
Besides SLUH4GE, conversations have also been circulating among teachers, who
are also tossing around ideas
about ways to address the sexual misconduct revelations.
Math teacher Craig Hinders recently started talking
with teachers from across
different departments to figure out a way for SLUH to
respond.
“I thought that we had
great dialogue, and appropriate response to the Jason
Stockley verdict, and because
we really did have students at
school here in crisis and we
responded well to that. But
with story after story coming
seemingly everyday about another man of power being accused of sexual assault or harassment, the silence here was
deafening and to me it was
like we’re screaming, ‘we need
to be talking to these young
men about what’s happening
in the world,” said Hinders.
Other teachers want to
offer students some form of
education about sexual misconduct after hearing disturbing comments from students

conduct.
“I’ve been hearing from
a lot of different teachers, like,
some on the spectrum, some
really disturbing things, like
‘It’s not rape if she’s passed
out.’ Something I heard from
SLUH boys that other SLUH
boys said, which is highly disconcerting,” said Toussaint.
She said she’s also heard
students express frustration
from the news, saying they
don’t feel comfortable sharing
their thoughts about sexual
misconduct in fear of being
branded a sexist.
As part of starting that
education, Toussaint, invited
by theology teacher Robert
Garavaglia, visited the senior Christian Life Choices
class on Thursday, and spoke
about her own experiences
with sexual misconduct. She
also answered questions from
students, and talked about
the different boundary lines
for men and women in their
relationships and at work. She
hopes students have empathy
for women in any circumstance who are affected by
sexual misconduct or sexism
in society.
“It’s clear based on what’s
going on in the world, and
like what I’m hearing from
Mr. Navarro and Mr. Garavaglia, clearly there’s not a
lot of education, like we don’t
talk about this, and we need
to,” said Toussaint, who said
many women, incluidng her,
constantly live in fear of sexual misconduct—a fear men
often don’t have to deal with.
“I think there’s a great
deal of confusion about what
sexual misconduct is given
that we’re a school. I think
we need to do as much as we
can to inform people about
what sexual misconduct is
and what it is not and relate
it to what’s going on as far as
the wider public conversation
with the #MeToo movement
and all the other recent accusations,” said Garavaglia. He
added “As a school we need
to do something and I haven’t
seen any movements doing
that and I’m concerned about
that, that we aren’t doing our
job.”

BY James Pollard
CORE STAFF

A

s the first semester winds
down, Riley Dunn and
Dominic LaMantia, ’13,
members of the Alum Service
Corps (ASC), are each completing their first semester of
teaching at St. Louis U. High.
LaMantia
attended
Georgetown University before joining the ASC and returning to SLUH to teach two
sections of junior theology’s
Faith and Reason course.
“I was most excited
about coming back to SLUH
because I went here and I really like it, this atmosphere,”
said LaMantia. “I was excited
about exploring issues of faith
and reason with students because it is a topic that I really
love.”
LaMantia entered the
first semester concerned
chiefly about class preparation, classroom presence, and
maintaining his busy schedule, as well as the living arrangements. Despite these
initial concerns, LaMantia
says that “everything has been
going great.”
“The house is really
nice and all of the ASC’s are
wonderful,” said LaMantia,

“We have a good community
there. They do keep us busy,
but that’s a good thing. I’m
behind in stuff, particularly
grading, the students can tell
you, and the teaching and being in the classroom has been
going well.”
For all of the teaching he
has done this first semester,
LaMantia has also done some
learning himself.
“One thing I have learned
about myself is that, despite
being an introvert, I can be in
front of a classroom and talk
and teach,” said LaMantia.
“I’ve experienced a consolation that, at least this year, I
am doing what I am supposed
to be doing, and that is following God’s will, and that is
deeply consoling.”
Like LaMantia, Dunn—a
graduate of Rockhurst High
and SLU currently teaching
two sections of sophomore
English—had some concerns
about being in front of a class,
but his biggest concerns lay in
the following two questions:
“Can I live up to the standards
of the English department?”
and “Can I somehow reach
out to the students and get
them passionate about a subject that they may not really

LaMantia teaching in class.
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be passionate about?”
Dunn has found responding to those two questions challenging, yet very rewarding, for both him and his
students, citing his individual
meetings with students as especially fulfilling moments.
“When students come
to me I get a lot of that really good one-on-one time,
the ideal form of education, I
think,” said Dunn. “It is a rare
occasion that I’m meeting
with a student and I feel that
nothing came out of that. The
only thing that is better than
that is those moments in class,
watching them come to the
answer and having that moment where it dawns on them
and you see the realization on
their face.”
With both LaMantia
and Dunn citing grading as
a hardship, Christmas break
could not come at a better
time, yet they are excited for
the second semester to begin.
“Go Bills!” said Dunn.
“It’s been a great first semester
and I am looking very much
forward to getting back after
winter break and seeing what
we can do in the spring.”
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Late start meetings spark conversation for the future
BY Justin Koesterer and
Handley Hicks
STAFF, REPORTER

D

uring the late start day
last week, each department sat down to discuss
curriculum and near-term
and long-term goals.
The school used to have
block schedules once a quarter, with a late start on the
Wednesday of that week, but
this year has done away with
the block schedules.
Last year, the departments asked the administration for more time to discuss
curriculum and do other department-level work.
“We created a schedule
that used to have the teacher
meetings on the late start day
of the block schedules last

year. Occasionally we would
have all-faculty meetings, but
the majority of it would just
be the departments individually,” said Dean of Students
and Assistant Principal for
student Life Brock Kesterson.
“The departments now
have once a month meetings
that are on the first Wednesday of every month. How
they are structured depends
completely on the departments,” said Kesterson.
Although students now
enjoy late starts on the first
Wednesdays of the month,
faculty do not. Teachers primarily meet with their departments to focus on curriculum work.
The Theology Department, for example, used the

time last Wednesday to familiarize themselves with
a shared vocabulary that
comes from a framework
called Understanding by
Design, trying to focus on
knowledge and understanding of theology. The question
considered by the department is, what is the difference
between knowledge and true
understanding?
“Father Joseph Hill led
the conversation. He has,
within our department, the
most experience with it. He
basically led us in discussion of what the difference
between those two ideas are,
because we understand the
distinction to be very important for the curriculum,” said
Theology Department chair

Diego Navarro.
Other departments also
worked with the Understanding by Design concept,
such as the Social Studies Department.
“So there are two main
reasons why we meet. The
first is dealing with the department, like who teaches
who, the electives we are going to offer, just the practical
elements. The second part is
more focused on long-term
goals, and how that can fit in
with SLUH’s mission,” said
Social Studies Department
chair Kevin Foy.
Similarly, the Science
Department discussed issues
they don’t usually have time
to discuss.
“We need time to get

together as a department.
In previous years that’s been
very sporadic, but this year
it’s been more consistent.
Yes it comes at the cost of a
late start schedule, which
means on those days classes
are five minutes shorter, but
in the big picture that’s probably a good tradeoff,” said AP
Physics 1 teacher Paul Baudendistel. “The teachers with
whom I share a planning period, I get the opportunity
to check in with them, but
Mr. Kershenski, Mr. Mueller
typically any teacher of your
own discipline, which in my
case is physics, I usually don’t
get to meet with them unless
it’s activity period, or before
school, but in those times
we’re rushing to do other

things.”
The Science Department talked about numerous
changes for next year. The
teachers talked about approving a course for next year, senior science electives, a new
curriculum guide, renovations for the S200 and S300
rooms, updates on budgets,
and the Faculty Asssembly.
The Science Department
also discussed the exchange
student program within the
science classes. Nine exchange students will be at
SLUH next semester, eight
from China and one from
Latin America. The department spoke about which
courses they would place
them in.
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Parker plans for Senior Project in Zambia
BY Jake Hennes
NEWS EDITOR

W

hile most of us will be
celebrating the closing of 2017 with family and
friends, one senior, Emanuel (Manny) Parker, will be
boarding a plane to Zambia.
Parker will leave the
United States on New Year’s
Eve, and, after more than 24
hours of travel with short lay-

you can go and stay in just
about any country on earth
and do volunteer work there,”
said Parker. “I found this place
in Zambia that is a community school that also does a
whole lot of service, like care
for the elderly and environmental projects.”
After contacting the
program, he found out that
he would be teaching in an

sure how many volunteers will
be there with me,” said Parker.
In terms of financing,
Parker had to completely selffund the trip.
“I paid for this whole trip
with money that I made this
summer from my job. I did a
lot of bargain hunting for this
trip. I got the round-trip plane
tickets for $1,400, the vaccinations came out to about $500,
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overs in Ireland and Kenya,
will arrive in Lusaka, Zambia.
Next, he will board a bus and
travel eight hours across the
country before arriving in the
city of Livingston. From there,
he has a roughly ten mile trip
into the rural countryside to
his project site for senior service.
Parker will be working
with an organization called
New Hope Waves Limited,
whose motto is “Change
young people to change the
future of Africa.”
“I decided in the summer
that I wanted to have a traveling experience for my senior
service. I had not applied to
Honduras, Puerto Rico wasn’t
on the table at the time, and
I couldn’t go to Russia. My
mom showed me this website
called workaway.org where

elementary school that has
roughly 100 students.
“The majority of what I
am going to be doing is teaching math. The official language of Zambia is actually
English, but a lot of the kids
at the school grew up speaking tribal languages, so the
school is kind of like an English Immersion School. I will
be teaching math in English
to the students and I will be
helping out as a coach on a
soccer team,” said Parker.
The program is wellknown and provides housing
for the volunteers.
“I will be staying in a volunteer house, but I’m not sure
how many other volunteers
will be there. I know that it is a
fairly popular place to volunteer and that they have some
full-time people, but I’m not

and then there are extra expenses such as visa, food, traveling while there, etc. I will be
staying there for free, which is
really helpful. Overall, the trip
will cost me less than $2,500,”
said Parker.
Parker had to get the trip
approved by Campus Ministry before he could move forward with it.
“My faculty advisor is
Ms. Beugg, and since she and
I have done a lot of service
trips before together, she kind
of trusts me to handle things.
When I arrive there I am not
sure how long it will take me
to contact them. I will have
limited internet access,” said
Parker.
As reflections are a large
part of Senior Project, Parker
will have a different format for
his reflections.

“Our plan is to communicate through the internet.
We are going to set up some
times to be able to Skype. We
will check in on how he is doing and do mini-reflections
during his project since he
won’t be at reflection nights
and won’t have a group to do
reflections with,” said campus
minister Meg Beugg.
While Parker will be in
the school during the week
days, he will be free on the
weekends to explore the surrounding area.
“It is right on the border
of Zimbabwe and is right by
Victoria Falls,” said Parker.
“One weekend I am going to
be going to Victoria Falls. Another weekend, I will be going
on a safari.”
Although he is very excited, there are still a few things
that worry Parker about the
trip.
“I am a bit nervous about
the diseases, although I have
been vaccinated for a lot of
things and I am taking every
precaution I can. I am also
scared about snakes and scorpions and things like that.
Also, their country is in a little
bit of political turmoil. It isn’t
necessarily something that
I need to be worried about
since I won’t be in the capitol,
but there are alot of people
in their country that want to
replace the president because
they believe he was elected
fraudulently,” said Parker.
“Overall, the thing that I am
most worried about is making sure my travel all goes well
and that I get to the places I
am supposed to get to without trouble. I will arrive on
my own and take a bus on my
own across the country, which
is probably what worries me
the most.”
Overall, Parker is open to
the new experience and ready
to take the new culture in.
“I am excited to be in
a different culture. I think
it is going to be a very great
experience to see the world
through a different culture
and lifestyle. I think being
there and living the way they
do and eating the things they
eat will be a big shock, but will
be a very impactful experience in my life,” said Parker.
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Arun wins Poetry Out
Loud
BY Joe Feder and Kevin
Hickey
REPORTERS

S

t. Louis U. High junior
Alfrick Arun won the
12th annual Poetry Out
Loud competition on Tuesday in the Schulte Theater.
Eight contestants participated: juniors Ethan Schmidt,
Paul Gillam, Liam John, Joe
Gilmore, Michael Drabelle,
and Arun, and seniors Teddy Gerard and Max Kriegshauser memorized two
poems each and chose one
poem to perform. They were
judged by four faculty members on accuracy as well as
on their presentation.
The event is part of a
nationwide
competition,
run by the Poetry Out Loud
organization. This institution provides the poems for
students to recite.
“The people who were
(at the competition) got to
see heartfelt, beautiful performances,” said coordinator Chuck Hussung, who
has organized the competition since 2006. “It’s good
for the nation that high
schools have a love of poetry. I have seen that at work
here at SLUH, so to be a part
of that is a joyous thing.”
When the final results
came in later that day, John
had won third place, Kriegshauser, last year’s champion, was runner-up, and
Arun took first.
Arun, who recited “The
Bloody Sire” by Robinson
Jeffers, noted the parallels
between the present day and
1940, when the poem was
written.
“When I first read the
poem, all I could think
about was the violence in
the Middle East, the violence that occurs every day
in our own country’s streets,
and those who rejoice in the
diminishment of life,” said

Arun. “It makes a compelling argument that maybe
our society is built on violence.”
Hussung noted the
common theme of war in
the contestants’ choices.
There were over 800 poems
available to choose from;
out of the eight poems read
at the event, three of them
were about war and one was
about violence in general.
“One (poem) we watch
three soldiers die, and we
hear their dying words,”
said Hussung. “There’s one
in—I think there’s a bombed
out church, and we watch a
lamb enter into the church.”
The choices for poems
was completely independent, so this common decision to recite a poem about
violence was not coordinated between the performers.
Hussung does not believe
that this was just a coincidence; rather, like Arun, he
believes that it could say
something about our society.
“It’s eight guys making
their own choices, completely independent of each
other, being drawn to these
poems. It could say something about America—that
(the choices) are not coincidental,” Hussung said.
As the winner of SLUH’s
competition, Arun gained
the opportunity to represent
SLUH at the St. Louis Regional Competition, which
requires contestants to perform two additional poems.
“I would like to get
into Nationals to represent
SLUH,” said Arun. “It requires a lot of hard work
and commitment.”
The Regional Competition takes place on Wednesday Feb. 7.

PN Comic
Fill in the twelve days of
Christmas with the name
of the teacher that fits the
discription. Then, check
your answers at the bottom of the page. The cartoon does not necessarily
reflect the opinion of the
Prep News or St. Louis U.
High.

1. All of them 2. McCarthy 3. Kesterson 4. Lodholz 5. Kickham 6. Steingruby 7. Schuler 8. Wehner 9. Kershenski 10. Pham 11. Wilson 12. Kavanaugh
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The challenges, struggles, and highlights of Gibbons’s first semester
(continued from page 1)

family—about a week—and
then I started here on July
5. So, working with summer school, working with
curriculum, really learning
the whole system and then
boom, we were off to the
start. So a very fast start and
in a lot of ways that’s exactly
what you want with a job
like this—to learn quickly
and to get engaged with the
community. So it has been
fast but I think it’s also been
a very good start as well.
JS: Another thing I wanted
to talk about is the challenges you’ve had at SLUH.
And you mentioned balancing the time with students.
Going into next semester,
how do you plan on trying
to address that disconnect
from students?

There’s nothing
more important
in my work than
the care of our
students and the
sacraments as
well.
IG: There’s a steep learning curve any time you’re
coming into a new school, a
new city, a new population.
I have a few advantages.
This is a Jesuit school. I’m
back in my own province, I
grew up in the city. It’s been
a long time since I’ve lived
here, but you know you
get it pretty quickly. The
pace of life is very different
than New York. All of these
things are adjustments, but I
dare say I learn pretty quick.
And there are adjustments I
definitely will be making. A
couple of them: ways I plan
for the days so that I have a
little bit more flexibility in
the course of the day. I’m
going to be a little more efficient in the way that I respond to things. And also
be more deliberate in just
getting time out and about
in the building; to drop into
more classes. I loved just
having casual locker conversations with the guys
and you know just asking
them about their day and
sometimes guys even come
by and ask about mine, and
that’s tremendous. The guys
feel that much a part of the
community. And to welcome me. It’s a great, great
thing.
Other things for next
time—just to learn the
full cycle of what a year at
SLUH is, and we’re doing
new things from budgeting
to looking at the ways that
we take care of registering
for classes. We have major
projects we’re doing right
now that you’re probably
well aware of. The curriculum review, that we’re in
the midst of. A number of
strategic projects involving our guidance program,
some of our use of technology in the building, we’re

looking at all of those areas,
as well as evaluating some
of our ongoing programs.
What’s working well and
what needs to be helped.
And those sorts of projects
will come online as well. So
even though I’ll be freeing
up some time and wanting
to be out there, there’s other
stuff that will come.
And getting ready for
the summer. I’ve never seen
the preparations for summer and I’ll be a big part
of that and we were just
discussing that before you
came in, you know things
that we’ll be doing with the
summer programs.

and talents and time on this
planet and I see those as just
a great gift and I have a responsibility to give back to
that.
And I’ve mentioned
this to a number of my
friends over the years: I
don’t think I would be an
educator, honestly, if I
wasn’t a Jesuit. I’ve always
seen myself as an economist
and as a person that would
be involved in finance and
business but the Jesuits gave
me a vocation that really re-

I don’t think
I would be
an educator,
honestly, if I
wasn’t a Jesuit.

JS: Right, yeah, you have to
plan far ahead. Well, you
know one of the things you
mentioned was the Mass
that you do at 7:00 a.m. and
that’s interesting, I didn’t set everything and it’s made
realize this, but as a priest— all the difference.
we haven’t had a principal
And you know I’m just
grateful that the community
as a priest since—
has asked me to be a part of
their story. I’m brand new,
IG: ’83, I think.
they don’t know me, really
JS: So, it’s been many many from anyone. Even many
years. You know, that seems of the Jesuits in this provto add more responsibili- ince, even though I’m from
this province, they don’t
ties.
know me because I’ve been
IG: We were just talking worked and assigned to so
about this today in fact, I many other cities that had
spent the last 3 hours hear- projects that needed help
ing confessions. You’d have around there. So in many
to go back pretty far to find ways, I’m a stranger in my
a principal that was hear- own city, but people are so
ing confessions—it’s over welcoming to me. And that’s
30 something years. And very edifying and inspiring.
in some ways I could say, ‘I
don’t have time for that.’
But there’s nothing JS: Ok. So you’ve had to
more important in my work deal with some unexpected
than the care of our students events, namely the Stockley
and the sacraments as well, verdict. How have you dealt
so I’m more than flattered with things that come up
and very edified and grate- unexpectedly?
ful for those opportunities.
IG: In education, there’s a
JS: Yeah. So what would you joke we say, the one statesay are some of the themes ment you never say as an
of you administration? I educator is “Now, I’ve seen
know the theme of this everything.” Because you’re
school year is the common almost tempting the fates
good, but, through any poli- as far as what might hapcies, how are you achieving pen. So the unexpected is
that theme, and are you try- really the thing you expect
ing to push any themes of the most. It’s at least on the
back of your mind.
your own?
That one, we knew was
IG: The common good is coming within a range. We
an important element and didn’t know what it would
I certainly try to frame that be, we didn’t know the iminto different talks I give pact, but that was challengand different ways of under- ing for our community and
standing things. Even as we I’m so, so very proud of the
pray before the beginning community and the ways
of a meeting, to think about that we’ve responded to it
the framing of the common that were right and have algood. But, I would say, one lowed us, not perfectly, but
of the bigger themes for me in a strong way to move foris stewardship. Going into ward.
We’ve had some bumps
the third century of SLU
High, doing a curriculum with some issues and conreview, looking at technol- cerns since then, but again
ogy, looking at some of as a community, we deal
our policies and practices, with it. And that really is
looking at the ways that we amazing for me. We’re gogo out and tell our story to ing to have more unexpectpromote SLU High and Je- ed and crazy and wonderful
suit education to the wider things that happen to us and
community, all of those our job is to help to be ready
things are examples for me for those things, to respond
of stewardship. And I see well, and to prepare you
my own life, my vocation, guys to do the same out in
my career as an educator as the world.
a form of stewardship. It’s,
God’s given me these gifts JS: Besides the Stockley ver-

dict, were there any other clockwork, four months later, New York had a probably
surprises for you?
even more egregious police
IG: The power of the eclipse shooting that exploded and
event that was an amazing suddenly St. Louis was no
thing. The ideas and the longer the focus.
So one of my lessons
great projects that people
are working on around here, there, was while local events
certainly a big piece of that. are important, a lot of these
The ongoing political tur- challenges are all of our
moils and tensions, those challenges as a nation, as
a region, as Catholic Jesuit
can be unpredictable.
students and faculty, these
JS: The recent vandalism as are all of our problems,
and it’s too easy to kick the
well.
problem down the road or
IG: All of these things. We’re to say, ‘if it’s not affecting
in such a very divisive time, me today it’s really not my
and those certainly are problem.
’Course we’re seeing
there. Certainly being aware
of all the challenges in soci- this now with the sexual haety that we face. Everything rassment and abuse. Quesfrom issues like vaping to tions that are going on, and
some of the cultural and we can say, ‘well we’re not a
economic situations that are girls school so it doesn’t afout there, and making sure fect us,’ or, ‘we don’t have so
many female faculty here so
we engage those as well.
that’s not our problem.’ And
JS: So, I’m just curious, of course it is, and I think
in relation to the Stock- that’s one helpful thing
ley verdict. I’ve only lived of moving around to new
in St. Louis, I don’t know places, but also following
what race relations are like the news, and being in diain other cities, but it’s clear logue with students and facthat here in St. Louis we’re ulty. Our relationships with
very divided, so coming women, our relationships
into that, how have you with people of different
color and cultures from us,
dealt with that at SLUH?
those are all of our considIG: Well, one really instruc- erations, and I would hope
tional thing for me with and I know we will pursue
coming into St. Louis, obviously before the Stockley
verdict happened, but cer- Our relationships
tainly the case at that point with women, our
was proceeding forward in
relationships
July when I arrived here,
with people of
but I look back to the Ferguson situation and I was obdifferent color
viously in New York at the
time and when New York and cultures from
City heard about what hap- us, those are all of
pened in St. Louis, this was
our considerations
as you know one of the first
and I hope and
big cases that sort of blew
open the question of the
I know we will
relationship of the African
American community to pursue solutions
police, and the reaction in
to these things.
New York was, ‘that’s a hor-

It’s been a long
time since I’ve
lived here, but
you know you get
it pretty quickly.
The pace of life
is very different
from New York.
All of these things
are adjustments,
but I dare say I
learn pretty quick.

rible situation, why don’t
they fix that in St. Louis.’ It
was another city’s problems,
and a lot of judgement and
assumptions about places other than New York,
which you know we can do
the same thing with crises
around the, say hurricanes,
why are those people living in such low lands that
gets flooded, you know that
comes those judgments.
And sure enough, like

solutions to these things.
JS: Is that how you plan on
addressing the problems,
with dialogue? Because I
think the voices of SLUH
assembly that we did after
Stokely was, as far as I know,
a new thing, and I think you
were a part of those discussions I recall in forming
that. So is that one of the
ways you’re trying to—
IG: That’s a piece of it. Certainly talking about things,
listening, that’s critical and
that has to be a part of the
process. But also getting out
there and meeting people
other than ourselves. You
know as a country and even
as a region, we’re getting
much worse at really getting to know each other as a
city. Even, we find, we don’t
know our neighbors anymore. We don’t know the
differences in people in our
own zip codes, the struggles
and challenges. And part
of that is conversation, but
part of that is also just interactions with people, so to

get guys out there.
You know I just had a meeting a little before this about
the Staycation Club. It’s
one little organization that
has kind of a neat project
of getting out into the city
and seeing things that kids
wouldn’t ordinarily get to
see, but you know that’s
exactly the sorts of interactions that we want to
encourage. Our cultural
groups, our mission trips,

The one thing
you never say
as an educator
is ‘now I’ve seen
everything’

our service projects. Getting out there on Sundays
into our churches and our
communities. Being in the
neighborhood parks on
Saturday. Just all those interactions we hope to affect
change through those as
well, so certainly dialogue.
Certainly exchanges, and
interaction, and also just
working and serving and
being a part of the wider
community. Those are all
steps.
JS: Right, and that reminds
me of the day of service that
we did as well. And I know
that was for the 200 year anniversary, but it seems that
also fits into ways to address
these other issues.
IG: And it’s not just a bicentennial project. You know
every year we send the seniors out to do the full time
service. Every year we send
students to Honduras and
this year in Puerto Rico
and to St. Petersburg Russia, and all these different
places. Those experiences
are transformative.
JS: Yes. Ok, and lastly, you
have any plans for Christmas break?
IG: Yes, so this will be the
first year in a little while
that I haven’t gone to Iceland for Christmas. My
older sister lives in Iceland
and she’s good friends with
the bishop of Reykjavík and
so I’ve had the privilege to
be able to do the midnight
Mass and the Christmas
mass at the Reykjavík cathedral, which is a great
great experience. I usually
win the contest for northernmost Christmas, nobody can beat Reykavick,
which as you know is the
northernmost capital in the
world.
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Students react to purposes of Canvas: many see organizational
benefits, some worried about glitches
(continued from page 1)

formation that community
members find useful.
“What I find most effective about it is using it to
structure a course,” said Ott.
“So I divide the course into
modules, and that way the
students can see what’s expected of them in each unit,
and hopefully when they look
back and are studying they
can see how each module connects to the other.”
“I’ve heard a lot of negative things about the app, but
it has worked great for me,”
said sophomore Peter Curdt.
“I can check my grades,
homework, and plans for the
week on just one app.”
The easily accessible
homepage is also helpful for
students who missed class
or forgot to write down their
homework.
“I find it to be a great organizational tool,” said junior
Patrick Hetlage. “I love being
able to know I can find my
assignments even if I forget
them or my planner at school.”
“Canvas puts all your
assignments in one place so
if you can’t get ahold of your
teachers or your friends to ask
them what the homework was
you can just look on there,
and then you can get your
assignments,” said freshman
Grant Sussman.
“I like the fact that when I
lose a paper in class, or I don’t
know the assignment because
I wasn’t there that day I can
go on Canvas and see it, and
I can send my teacher questions about it,” said freshman

Zak Stevenson.
When it was first instituted, Canvas faced a great deal
of opposition from upperclassmen who were not used
to the system and unwilling
to become acquainted with
it. However, students report
that after getting used to the
system and learning how it
works, they have come to appreciate the functionality of
Canvas.
“Canvas has definitely
grown on me over the course
of this year,” said senior Matt
Dorsey. “I constantly lose
stuff, so it’s nice to have a place
where I can find handouts and
assignments.”
“It was pretty confusing
when I first started using it,
but then when I got the hang
of it it was a lot easier,” said
Sussman.
Canvas can also be used
for clubs to organize activities
and projects. It has been used
by the Math Club, Ignatian
Business Leaders, Medical Careers Club, STUCO, lacrosse,
AP Boot Camp for junior
English, Youth and Government, and more.
“I’ve used it very successfully with Youth and Government in collecting forms and
other data from them and
disseminating
information
and using it as a repository
of information for all the club
does,” said Hannick.
As far as submitting work
to Canvas, students like some
parts and find others frustrating.
“I like Canvas because
you can turn in essays online
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and you don’t have to turn in
a hard copy, which is kind of
nice,” said senior Danny Favazza. “I hate taking quizzes
on it. I’d rather have a teacher
hand it out, take it on paper,
and turn it in.”
“It works sometimes. I
mean, it’s not always the best,
it can be glitchy when you
use the app for quizzes, but
it helps me remember homework that I don’t write down,”
said sophomore Michael Gordon. “Whenever you take a
quiz it just won’t work, so you
have to use the website, which
can be a burden because you
have to login and do the password. It’s kind of annoying.”
Glitching has become an
issue with a lot of students
who use Canvas for class, but
it seems that issue is primarily a problem with the Canvas
app.

“One thing I dislike is
that it can glitch up a lot and
it can affect your grade,” said
Stevenson. “It’s not too often
when that happens, but when
it does happen it makes me
frustrated.”
“The app crashes a lot,
but you can just use the
website and it’s a lot easier,”
said freshman Jacob Sprock.
Along with glitching,
some students still find the
system to be confusing.
“I think that while the
Canvas system is effective
in some small cases, like the
calendar, most of the time it
just causes confusion,” said
sophomore Mitchell Booher.
“I find it hard to find assignments unless the subject page
has been completely flushed
out with certain modules for
certain units, and whenever I
go to turn in an assignment, it

always seems to crash and exit
the page. I have lost points because when turning in an assignment due at the end of the
period it crashed and it took
the last few minutes to find
the assignment again, and I
turned it in late.”
Students have also reported that it is easy to cheat
through the Canvas system
because of communication
through the internet and the
ability to take quizzes online.
The problem is being looked
into by the Canvas Committee.
Other problems have involved moving grades from
Canvas to Powerschool, where
parents can find grades for
their sons.
“From a grading standpoint, and I think many
teachers share this opinion,
it’s a little bit awkward in that
you post grades on Canvas,
then you send them to Powerschool, and then you have to
carefully check to make sure
that they’re the same,” said
Moore. “I’ve been fortunate
this year and I haven’t had any
issues, but I know some teachers have, where all of a sudden
there’s a category where something doesn’t line up, and so
the grades aren’t correct.”
Hannick and the Canvas
Committee believe this problem is only a minor setback
that can be easily fixed with
understanding of the Canvas
system.
“There have been some
minor snags along the way in
terms of syncing with Power
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School, but a lot of that is just
making sure things are set
up correctly and being attentive to detail when posting
grades,” said Hannick.
Faculty members are still
trying to decipher how Canvas can be further integrated
into the SLUH community,
and some are not sure what
approach to take for learning.
“I think when it comes
down to the basics of really
learning things in depth, the
old-fashioned ways of reading, writing, and discussing
things seem to still work very
well,” said Moore. “That may
change, but I don’t think it’s
changed yet. I think we’re still
learning and trying to figure
out what does work.”
Hannick and the Canvas Committee think the future looks bright for SLUH
and Canvas because of all
the functions still available
through the system.
“I think there is a lot of
functionality of Canvas that
we’re not using that we potentially could,” said Hannick.
“I don’t think that we’re fully
utilizing the ability to do quizzes. Even in math there are
some very specific things that
we could be doing in terms of
creating quizzes that actually
could be used for reinforcement of materials.”
“There are so many people on Canvas and it’s such a
big deal that there are so many
resources out there that we’re
just beginning to tap into,”
said Hannick.

Political unrest and State Department travel alert lead to cancellation
of trip
(continued from page 1)

U.S. State Department issued
a travel alert to Honduras
urging Americans to postpone travel during the tumultuous political time.
“So as of a week ago,
we were still going. And
what changed was the U.S.
State Department coming
out and saying, we’re advising all unnecessary travel for
U.S. citizens to Honduras to
be postponed or canceled,”
said Ehlman. “So that acuteness is the change for us and
certainly we’re committed to
the Honduras program and
committed to the center and
everything but as soon as we
hear language like that, then
we want to prioritize the
safety of our students.
A statement from the
State Department’s website says, “Though current
demonstrations have largely
remained peaceful, demonstrations can be volatile and
dangerous, and have included rock throwing, assaults,
and tire burning. Moreover,
rioting and looting have
occurred in many cities
throughout Honduras. Road
closures result in extreme
traffic delays, thereby possibly limiting access to airports throughout mainland
Honduras.”
The group started dialoguing about the safety of

the trip in early November,
when they learned from the
news about the increasing
political unrest in the country.
The president of Honduras, Juan Orlando Hernández, illegally changed the
constitution to allow himself
to run for a second term. Suspicion and suspected corruption has clouded Hernandez’s
race with Salvador Nasralla,
after voting percentages—
which intially favored Nasralla—swung to Hernandez,
sparking protests, according
to Mueller.
With the date of departure quickly approaching, the
group had to make a decision
before Christmas break to
allow enough time to potentially reschedule for a different trip. They reviewed the
state of the country based on
news reports and the word
from Jesuit contacts in the
area, as well as their contact
in Yoro, Honduras, where the
project site is located.
“Think about it as like
calling a really complicated
snow day in some ways.
You want to get as much information as you can, but
we’re dealing with another
country, another language.
Another set of social and
economic assumptions,” said
Gibbons.
But the clear turning

point for the group was when
they called the U.S. State Department and talked to an
employee who told them the
violence would not end soon,
and to cancel or postpone
unnecesary travel.
This is not the first disputed election in the country’s history. In 2009, there
was a similar power struggle
for the presidency that led
to a coup. But, according to
Mueller, that period of turmoil happened in the summer and did not affect the
service trip following in January the next year.
The timing of the unrest
this year combined with the
travel alert, though, prevent-

ed the group from traveling
safely.
“If we went back in years
past, my guess would be
there would be groups that
have gone down to Honduras
when there have been warnings like the one, like hey,
there are warnings you need
to be careful, you need to be
safe, this city’s dangerous, but
they’re not outright saying,
we recommend that you cancel or postpone travel. That
is the new layer that’s not
worth putting our students
and faculty at risk when the
State Department is telling us
to cancel unnecessary travel
there, as opposed to just take
precaution if you come here.

That is a different message to
us,” said Ehlman.
Although the alert expires on Dec. 31—days before the group was scheduled
to leave for Honduras—it’s
still uncertain whether the
violence would completely
subside in time. The alert
could also potentially get extended as well, depending on
the results of the election, set
to come out on Dec. 26.
“Likely, either way, whoever gets elected, there will
be turmoil in the country because of sides that have been
taken by the military and by
the police,” said Mueller.
And while the nutrition center, Centro San Yves,
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is located in a rural part of
Honduras, an area mostly
unaffected by the protests,
the group was scheduled to
land at San Pedro Sula, a city
known as one of the most
dangerous cities in the world.
Even though the group was
not scheduled to stay in the
city for any length of time,
just passing through would
be increasingly more hazardous during the political unrest, according to Gibbons.
“There have been deaths.
There were concerns about
the overall stability about
where we would be landing
and less so where we would
actually be working, Yoro in
the mountains. But you know
we have to get in and out of
a huge city that can be problematic at times,” said Gibbons.
Ehlman and Mueller
broke the news of the cancellation to the seniors in
an emergency meeting during lunch on Tuesday in the
campus ministry conference
room. The room fell silent after the announcement.
“It was just kind of quiet,” said senior Charlie McGroarty. “We were just kind
of sad, we all had the same
kind of expression.”
“It was shock,” said senior Pierce Hastings. “It
didn’t feel real, like I still

continued on page 8
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Ho-Ho-Hoax: Students face the truth
BY Nathan P. Wild II and
Stephen Ocampo

FEATURES EDITOR, CORE STAFF

W

ith the Christmas season approaching, so
too are the magical gifts of the
season: Christmas lights, family time, and most importantly
reopening the wound inflicted
many years ago in our childhoods when we faced the cold
hard truth that Santa wasn’t
real. Like any tragedy, we all
remember the moment vividly,
the time in our lives that the
Christmas season lost its childhood magic.

Will Schmidt
“I learned that Santa
wasn’t real when I saw a ‘Made
in China tag’ on my Hotwheels
when I was about eight or
nine. When I saw that it said
the toy was made in China,
it disturbed me because my
mom is a patent attorney who
always talked about how from
China especially there are a
lot of copyright claims. I was
aware of the problem with
China as a child, so I was a
little worried that Santa was
outsourcing to China. When
I first asked my parents, they
affirmed that and told me it
was outsourcing. They said
that since the population of
the Earth has increased, Santa
needed to expand his factories
to other countries like China.
But I also was faced with another question: How did Santa
get the rights to Hotwheels
and not have to pay someone
to make them? At first they
tried to cover it all up with
just the factories and that the
Hotwheels company was okay
with taking their business,
but eventually I kept trying
until they told me that Santa
wasn’t real with the agreement
I wouldn’t tell anyone.”

Andew Smith
“It was in the sixth grade
when we had a nun for English class. We were assigned a
Christmas writing essay for
the break to write. Someone
asked if they could write about
Santa and she just said no and
that everyone knew that Santa
wasn’t real. She ruined it for a
lot of people, not just me.”
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Peter Quinn
“When I was about eight
or nine years old, my mom
bought me a pair of red Lebron 7’s and I wanted to wear
them to school one day. The
box had said I had got them in
for Christmas with a tag saying “From Santa.” I asked my
mom if Santa would be okay if
I wore them to school, but my
mom said that I couldn’t and
that she bought them for me,
so I stormed up to my room.
She let me skip school that
day because she felt really bad
that I had believed in Santa my
whole life. My brother and sister had always told me he was
real so it was hard to hear that
they were lying to me. Christmas was never the same after
that and never had the same
feelings. I don’t run down
stairs anymore. I just wake up
and feel like it’s just another
day with a couple of presents.
I had always believed in Santa
and wanted everyone else to
believe in him, so it was a really tough time for me.”

Carson Syberg
“I first started having
doubts about Santa in the third
grade because I had heard rumors in my class that they had
seen their parents dressed as
Santa because they stayed up
late and wanted to prove if
he was real or not. I had my
doubts but I still trusted my
parents word that he was real
and that when we threw out
the reindeer food on the porch
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that it wasn’t just them that
swept it away later. I thought
reindeer were coming down to
eat it and that Santa was coming in for his cookies. I don’t
remember why I happened to
challenge my mom, but the
question was really getting to
me in a gift shop in Tucson, Arizona. I guess something there
triggered me to ask if Santa was
real and I could just see in her
eyes she wanted to say yes but
she decided I was old enough.
She told me that he wasn’t real
and neither was the tooth fairy.
Kind of a double whammy. I
just remember feeling a little
betrayed she had said that and
lied to me but everything fell
into place and made a lot more
sense to me after that moment.
It was bittersweet.”

Zack Urschler
“When I was in the third
grade I found out Santa wasn’t
real when I tricked my older
sister into telling me that he
wasn’t real. I went to her when
she was just laying in bed one
morning. I told her that our
parents told me that Santa
wasn’t real and she just seemed
oddly relieved. She told me she
was happy because she was
sick of having to fake that he
was real anymore. She said that
it was so annoying to have to
fake it. I ran out of the room
screaming that I had tricked
her and told my parents that
she had ruined Christmas for
me. My parents tried to defend
the claim, but they gave up
eventually.”
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Chess defeats Alton 26-4; record improves to 2-1
BY Paul
STAFF

P

Gillam

laying their third consecutive match against a
team from across the river, the
St. Louis U. High chess team
has improved its record to 2-1
with a 26-4 win over Alton.
Sophomore
Thomas
Reilly played board one, juniors John Marx and Paul
Gillam played boards two and
three respectively, senior Will
Schmitt played board four,
and sophomores Garrett Seal
and Kevin Stein played boards
five and six respectively. Reilly, Marx, Gillam, Schmitt and
Stein all won their games.
Seal’s game was the only loss
of the match.
Varsity chess coach Rich
“Chesswein” Esswein was
very pleased with the outcome of the match, which was
the quickest of the season thus
far, with all six games finishing around the one-hour
mark.
“I think (the match) went
really well. I saw a lot of really
good tactics going on and a
quick build up of material. It
was a good day all around,”
said Esswein.
On board one, Reilly
and his opponent kept the
game close until Reilly gained
an edge when his opponent
moved his queen into danger,
giving Reilly the opportunity
to make several forks and gain
a slight material advantage
of several pawns. Towards
the end of the match, Reilly
traded a knight for a rook
and expanded on the advantage until he was able to win
by pushing the opposing king
down the board with his two
rooks for a checkmate on the
back rank.
Marx, on board two, had
control from the beginning of

the match. Marx played the
queen’s gambit, an opening
designed to sacrifice material for center control, which
his opponent accepted, and
allowing Marx to maintain
center control throughout the
game. Around the middle of
the game, Marx forked two
rooks with a bishop while
simultaneously
attacking
a knight to gain the upper

op and a few free pawns until
an opportunity for checkmate
arose. Gillam trapped his opponent’s king on the a file (the
first vertical row) and was able
to swing down a bishop to
create a combination square
(a square on the board that
is being attacked by two or
more pieces) with a queen
and bishop. He capitalized on
the combination square by
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hand. At the end of the game,
despite Marx having a considerable lead, Marx’s opponent
was able to gain some tempo
by capturing several pawns,
but ultimately could not overcome the advantage held by
Marx. The game was Marx’s
third consecutive win, giving
him a perfect record on the
season.
Gillam, playing board
three, gained an early lead
when within the first five
moves of the game, his opponent allowed his knight to
be taken by one of Gillam’s
pawns. From there, Gillam
slowly picked off pieces, taking advantage of a hung bish-

bringing his queen there for
the checkmate.
On board four, Schmitt
dispatched his opponent in a
mere 30 minutes. He started
the game off with a strong attack on his opponent’s queen,
and capitalized when his opponent gave him the opportunity to take his queen and a
rook in exchange for only one
of Schmitt’s knights. From
there, Schmitt traded pieces
until he had a clear advantage and found a checkmate.
Schmitt bounced back from a
loss on board four last week to
make his record 1-1.
Garrett Seal’s game on
board five started as most

typical chess games do, by
pushing the king pawns and
bringing out the knights. But
Seal’s opponent spiced things
up when he began to use his
queen for a series of strong
attacks to turn the tide of the
game in his favor. Around the
middle of the game, Seal’s opponent used his bishop for
a discovered attack (an attack revealed when one piece
moves out of the way of another piece) on Seal’s rook.
Seal responded by sacrificing
a knight in order to keep the
rook. From there, the Alton
player used his advantage to
whittle down the game until
he was able to promote a pawn
into a queen. Seal, knowing
that defeat was close, resigned
once his opponent promoted
the pawn.
Board six, occupied by
Stein, started off in a confusing manner when both
players opened with unusual
openings, causing the game to
become hectic early on. Stein
utilized his queen for multiple
forks and in the midst of the
chaos, Stein’s opponent hung
her queen, allowing for Stein
to gain a considerable position and material advantage.
Stein maintained the advantage until he ended the game
with a two rook checkmate on
the back rank.
Overall the team was
very happy with the win.
“We needed to get a good
comeback, bounce back from
last week, and that’s what we
did,” said Marx.
The chess team goes
on break until mid-January
when it plays Crossroads on
the tenth.
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Senior homeroom
M122 goes from
zero to hero
BY Ben Klevorn and Sam
Tarter
STAFF, REPORTER

J

unior homeroom M206
and senior homeroom
M122 squared off in the bashball intramural championship
game on Wednesday.
In a very well-played
game, M122 won on a lastsecond goal by Joe Winkelmann, good for a 1-0 victory.
M122 was an underdog
throughout the senior bashball tournament after they
had been unable to win a
single game in the past three
years. During the tournament, M122 upset several
homerooms and won all four
games with overtime goals,
including three from Cameron Verzino.
“We were basically the
Rocky of bashball,” said M122
winger Tyler Trout.
“The final game was a big
tilt,” said M122 defender Joe
Watkins.
“When you get to the finals, those teams are so fast
and athletic that it’s so difficult to score. It’s almost like
international soccer, where
each team will have only a few
opportunities, and it’s critical
that they capitalize on those,”
said Director of Intramurals
Patrick Zarrick.
In this year’s championship game, both teams
stressed strong defense and
good goalie play.
“The seniors got back
on transition so fast that the
juniors had a hard time penetrating their defensive box.
The seniors were running into
equal difficulties at the other
end,” said Zarrick. “The defensive plans and goalies for
both teams were really good.”

The champion from
each class received a berth in
the semifinals. Sophomore
champs M219 fell to M122,
and freshmen champs J127
lost to M206.
Zarrick commented on
the good sportsmanship and
enthusiasm from students.
This is a transitional year
for the intramural program,
with Zarrick being replaced
by math teacher Craig Hinders as the Director of Intramurals.
“Mr. Zarrick has left a
great legacy behind with his
retirement, so Mr. Hinders
does have some pretty big
shoes to fill, but he should be
able to fill it just right,” said
STUCO intramural rep Andrew Schwartz.
“I think that we really are
blessed to use the 45 minutes
that we are given during AP
to go out and compete with
friends,” added Schwartz.
“Bashball is a very intense
sport, but it is also a good way
for teenage boys to have some
fun and let off a little steam.”
Now that bashball has
concluded, Schwartz, Hinders, and Zarrick are planning for potential intramural
games in the spring in 2018.
Options include a Super Mario Smash Bros tournament,
another bashball tournament,
and other team sports.
“With the success that we
had, we are definitely hoping
to have another intramural
tournament next semester, although it is more difficult because the schedule has more
breaks,” said Zarrick.

NHS Teacher Karaoke Leaders look for new trip ideas; Mexico high
on the list
Adam Cruz
“I’ve been in second place three years in a row. I’ve been
with Ms. Harrison every year and it’s a tragedy that I won’t be
able to sing with her tomorrow. This year I’m going solo. Think
Zayn and One Direction or Justin Timberlake and NSYNC. I
just hope the good people of SLUH will remember that a three
run-up will be closing out the show.” -Cruz

Tracy Lyons/ Dan Schuler

“I’m excited about tomorrow. I think Ms. Lyons and I
have a great plan in place and we have a great song picked out.
Am I gonna have fun? Yes. Are we gonna put on a good show?
Yes. So just be there and be excited.” -Schuler

Jennifer Ice/ Rich Esswein

“Rich [Esswein] and I have really got this in the bag. We’ve
practiced, we’ve got some outfits, we’ve got some dance moves.
Rich is really into this. He is out-of-control into this performance and I feel like his exasperated side alone is enough to
make us win. Other people have no chance.” -Ice

Addie Akin/ Dan Becvar

“I think people are going to be pretty excited about what
Mr. [Dan] Becvar and I have planned. It’s going to be pretty
awesome. We even have got costumes. We’ve practiced a lot
and I think the other teachers should be scared of us.” -Akin

Possible Surprise Guest

Come to the Commons today
during activity period to hear the
melodious voices of these faculty
members. Be ready to cheer and
donate!

(continued from page 5)

don’t even know if it’s hit me
the fact that we’re not going
to Honduras, because it was
just starting to become real
that we were going to Honduras, and that was like a
couple weeks out, and then
as soon as it was starting it
was like ‘oh my gosh, in three
weeks I’m going to be in a
foreign country,’ and then it
just kind of all at once went
away.”
Many of the seniors
were disappointed after the
anticipated year of preparation and fundraising for the
trip.
“It’s almost heartbreaking in a way. We’ve spent so
much time, basically about a
year since we first learned we
were going to Honduras, we
spent so much time preparing, physically and metnally
and spiritually, that all the
preparation is going to come
to naught, not really happen,
that’s tough,” said McGroarty.
Senior Nick Parisi was
saddened for the people of
Honduras, especially those
at the center the group was
supposed to help.
“We can’t go because it’s

incredibly dangerous, and so
for the people who live there,
they can’t just say, ‘I’m not
going to go there for a bit,’
they’re stuck there in all of
that. And for the kids at the
center too, in the center itself, they were expecting six
people to come on down and
help them and we’re stuck
not being able to do that,
and so we were all very sad
and not exactly sure what to
do about it,” said Parisi. He
added, “ just like the feeling
of helplessness, and wanting to do something but not
knowing what quite to do is
like crushing.”
“Well, I cried on Monday night about it because I
had to be a part of the decision essentially to say no,
and there was just a lot of investment from a lot of people
that went into the trip. A lot
of expectation along with
that from both the seniors
and alums, waiting to hear
how the seniors are going
to have their experience. So
yeah, I was emotional to say
the least,” said Mueller, the
chaperone who was going to
stay with the seniors in Honduras.
Ehlman and Mueller

started brainstorming possible backup plans when
they intially heard about the
violence in Honduras. Once
it was official that the group
would not be going, they
started contacting various
service sites.
Although it is not finalized, Ehlman is leaning
towards a site in Mexico
called Centro Infantil de los
Angeles, a daycare center for
children a few hours north
of Mexcio City. The seniors
would work with children,
caring for them and potentially working as teachers,
according to Mueller.
Ehlman visited the site
for a week-long trip with a
friend and campus minister at Chaminade. He traveled with the Chaminade
students and served as a
translator. The connections
he made at the time allowed
him to quickly reach out to
the contacts there again to
set up a trip.
However, Ehlman is still
working out the logistics.
“So I just called them
and I’ve stayed loosely in
touch with them since then,
my friend more so than I
have. So I just reached out

to them, would this be a
possibility. From their end,
it seemed like it would be
a possibility, and then we
needed to make sure from
our end it was still ok, and
had to look at the details of
the trip, the finances of the
trip and could this be possible and that’s what we’re
still trying to finalize, and
it’s looking good, but I don’t
want to sit here and say, yeah
we’re defintely going to be
able to do that.”
Ehlman’s artificial deadline for finalizing the trip is
sometime today. He wants
to know where they’re going
before Christmas break.
If the trip to Mexico falls
through, the group could potentially end up in Houston,
helping with the hurricane
relief effort. Gibbons knows
contacts in Strake Jesuit, and
potentially could set them up
the Jesuit school there.
“It’s pretty impressive
that Mr. Ehlman and Mr.
Mueller were able to, in a 24
hour period of deciding to
cancel and searching for a
new trip,” said Hastings.
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Crossword

9

Word Search

M

Across

Christmas season
1. If you do White Elephant, 26. To notice something (that
this may describe your gift
was probably meant to be a
5. Describes “that night”
surprise)
9. This might hold up your 27. It glows
stocking
10. Jesus’ lordship
11. Candy
Down
12. A priceless Christmas gift 2. Type of dog you may ask for
14. Your relatives may do this for Christmas
15. There were three
3. To vomit (probably from
20. What Mary did to Jesus too many sweets!)
(post-birth)
4. The ninth day
22. Jesus on December 25
5. Good carolers
24. Jesus: _______ of Nations 6. Possibly a character in your
25. Describes the whole new video game

crossword | Barclay Dale

7. Christmas cooking essential
8. How you feel the morning
of Christmas
13. The house after gifts have
been unwrapped
16. Icy
17. How your days should be
18. Making divine
19. How you feel about all
your new toys
21. A common Christmas
sound
23. The channel to enjoy your
favorite Christmas sports
game

angel
bells
birth
boots
bough
bow
candle
candy cane
card
caroling
chestnuts
chilly
chimney
Christmas
cider
coal
cold

cookie
decorations
eggnog
elves
exchange
family
Feliz Navidad
festive
fir
fireplace
frosty
fruitcake
gift
gingerbreadhouse
give
holiday

holly
hope
hot chocolate
ice skates
icicle
Jesus
jingle bells
jolly
joy
kings
lights
love
manger
Merry Christmas
mistletoe
mittens

nativity
naughty
nice
Noel
North Pole
nutcracker
Ornaments
partridge
pie
pine tree
poinsettia
presents
reindeer
rejoice
ribbon
Rudolph
Saint Nicholas

Santa Claus
tradition
list
trips
scarf
unwrap
scrooge
vacation
sled
winter
sleigh
wise men
snowball
workshop
snowflake
wrapping pasnowman
per
snowy
wreath
socks
yuletide
star
stocking
sweater
tidings
tinsel
toys
word search | Barclay Dale

Christmas Anagrams
1. ariosv

nih

2. Ylolj olhydai

11. Ond ew own uro 20. lfzie vddanai

3. aaankzw

yag pprleaa

4. sti het eossan

12. Ymra idd uyo onwk 22. ingjel elbl kcor

5. ytrsfo

13. rymhr

23. dimghint giivl

6. antsi hconials

14. erscinkafnsen

24. hrete erfnch esnh

7. yabb sseju

15. Aelhllhaju

25. pscaar, lhtbaaasr, &

8. pshehdres

16. otw utrlet vsode

elmchrio

9. ikgn oerdh

17. Vanted dancles

10. Ltenis ighnt yolh tg- 18. ssoean rsetenigg

19. twnrei drelndawno
21. nredu het telmsioet

anagrams| Justin Koesterer

maze | Barclay Dale

artwork | Luke Wilmes

Basketball opens season in Blue Springs Tournament;
takes
down Trinity in home opener
Ben Cox
BY
REPORTER

T

he St. Louis U. High
varsity basketball team
started its season strong with
a win in the Blue Springs
Tournament and its first
regular season win against
Trinity High School.
The Jr. Bills’ first game
of the season was on Dec.
8, a victory over Wooddale
High School from Memphis,
Tenn. Senior captain Mikey
Sanders scored a team-high
18 points and was 12 for 12
at the free throw line.
The next day, Dec. 9,
the Jr. Bills lost a close game
in overtime to Blue Springs,
68-63. Leritz put up 15
points and hit three 3-pointers. Sanders scored 31 points
and made seven 3-pointers.
“It’s hard to not have
a specific game plan going
into these tournaments, but
we knew we just had to play
our game and play hard,”
said senior Matt Leritz.
“Everybody needs to
make sure they play the role
and have trust in each other,”
said Sanders talking about
the importance of the team
playing as one unit.
The Jr. Bills’ last game of
the tournament was against
Rockhurst for third place.
The team fought hard but
fell short and took fourth

BY Nick Prainito
REPORTER

T

Seniors Mikey Sanders (1) and Matt Leritz (20) on Tuesday against Trinity.

place in the tournament.
Leritz lead the team with 13
points.
Head coach Erwin
Claggett acknowledged the
well-fought game and overall good win, but he thinks
there are some things they
can still work on.
“We have to limit the
amount of threes made and
prevent the other team from
scoring in the lane,” said
Claggett.

This year the team
will wear warmup shirts
in memory of David Jackson, ’16. Jackson’s mother,
Joyce Russell, was brought
down onto the court before
SLUH’s game against Trinity
last Tuesday, and took photos with the team before the
game started, honored by
the SLUH basketball community in their first home
game.
To start off the game,

SLUH defense shut down
the Trinity offense by keeping them out of the lane and
forcing bad shots. The Jr.
Bills jumped out to a quick
10-2 lead, taking advantage of their size under the
basket. Trinity had a center
who gave Leritz trouble on
the boards, giving Trinity
second-chance opportunities. The Jr. Bills picked up a
lot of fouls in the first quarter, trying to steal the ball.

The first quarter ended 14-9
SLUH on top.
In the second quarter,
SLUH traded buckets with
Trinity to maintain their
lead. SLUH held most of the
possession, looking for good
shot opportunities while
Trinity scored quickly on
their possessions.
Towards the end of the
first half SLUH started to
play a zone defense, forcing

continued on page 11

Hockey falls to Vianney 2-1; suffers first loss of season
with a shorthanded roster due to club games
BY Nathan Langhauser
and Ben Dattilo
SPORTS EDITORS

W

e cannot demand perfection, only excellence. On Saturday, St. Louis
U. High hockey suffered its
first loss of the season, 2-1
to Vianney. The loss ended a
streak of nine wins to open
up the season.
The Jr. Bills were missing a number of juniors and
a few other big names for the
game, creating a shortage of
defensemen and requiring
some JV players to be called
up to fill their spots. SLUH
was limited to just three
offensive lines and only
five defensemen. Recently,
SLUH has found success
while missing players, but
Saturday was different.
“Playing without 11 varsity players isn’t easy,” said
head coach Jack Behan. “We
actually played well enough
to win but we didn’t convert
our chances.”
Junior Brendan Rasch
started in net, and it was
just not his night. Vianney
struck less than two minutes
into the game, beating Rasch
on an odd man break with a
shot into the top right corner, giving the Jr. Bills their
first deficit of the season.
The Jr. Bill offense was
put to the test for the rest of

Riflery
competes
in national
individual
qualifier

art | Jackson DuCharme

the first period, and Vianney
played good defense. SLUH’s
chances were limited and the
few good opportunities to
tie the game were stifled by
the goalie. The first period
ended, 1-0 Griffins.
To start the second period, the Jr. Bills came out
firing, maintaining possession in the offensive zone

and getting good shots on
net. However, the Griffins
found a way to sneak in another goal against the run of
play. With 13:20 left in the
second, Rasch was beaten
on his glove side again and
Vianney doubled their lead.
“When Vianney went
up, it was kind of a weird
feeling,” said senior captain

Joe Winkelmann. “When we
went down two we started to
panic a little bit.”
For the rest of the period, SLUH put a lot of pucks
in front of the net, but the
offense was just missing the
final touch to put it in the
net.
The Jr. Bills gained momentum towards the end of

the second and finally cut
the lead to 2-1 when senior
Nick Corker laced a wrister
top shelf past the Vianney
goalie, with 27 seconds left.
The third period offered
much of the same as the first
two, with the Jr. Bills continuing to pile on the pressure while Vianney set up a

continued on page 11

he St. Louis U. High
varsity rifle team performed at the qualifiers for
the National Junior Olympics in Bloomington, Ill. last
Saturday. Though all varsity
shooters attended, scoring
was based on individual
performance. Being an individual event, the outcome of
the match did not affect the
team’s record. Several shooters placed well.
Junior Hayden Steingruby led SLUH, shooting a
568 out of 600. Junior Jack
Doyle came next, shooting
a 553 out of 600. At SLUH’s
first match, Doyle had finished first on the squad with
a 558, and Steingruby shot a
556.
There are three positions in high school rifle:
standing, kneeling, and
prone. So far, the standing
position has been the most
difficult for the team.
“Standing is the most
challenging position and
definitely the one the team
has struggled with the most,”
said head coach Will Bresnahan. “We have had them
trying to work on their balance and relax the muscles
in their upper body.”
The team has been
especially practicing the
standing position this week,
as tomorrow is an all-standing match.
“Because of that the
team has been working hard
on building up endurance
for this long match,” said
Bresnahan.
The junior varsity team
also performed in its second
match on Wednesday and
will shoot again this weekend.
Going into the match,
Bresnahan spoke of the importance of the mental game.
“Staying relaxed, focused and taking their time.
It’s the first home match of
the year and even though
we practice here every day,
early in the year the younger
shooters tend to speed up
and rush things with opponents in the room,” said
Bresnahan.
The varsity has its first
home match tomorrow, a
combined meet with seven
other schools and 54 other
shooters. The match is a
qualifier for the US Army
Air Rifle Junior Championship.

SPORTS
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Wrestling dukes it out in dual meets; achieves
Basketball closes out
several
individual
victories
Richard Michalski
BY
REPORTER

I

t’s been a busy few days for
the Jr. Bill wrestlers as they
took on both Jackson and
Poplar Bluff last Friday, and
then faced off against Pattonville and Priory this past
Wednesday at home.
The team battled hard
last Friday against Jackson
and Poplar Bluff at Jackson,
coming home with several individual wins, while losing the
matches as a whole.
“It’s been pretty difficult to get these team wins
with so many open spots on
our roster.” said head coach
Rob Nahlik. “I think we will
see plenty of improvement
in terms of team victories as
January comes around and we
can start filling out the roster a
little more.”
Even with victories from
senior Rich Michalski, junior
John Murphy, and sophomore
Kevin Flack, the highlight of
the evening was back-to-back
wins by freshman Bobby Conroy. After having gotten sick
after his first match, Conroy
was asked to compete again.

Trinity; tip off against
Cadets tonight

He agreed and pinned his opponent at the beginning of the
second period.
As for this past Wednesday, the varsity team found
much more success, though
still not a team victory.
“We did what we were
taught in practice and executed our moves beautifully” said
junior John Murphy. “I was really proud of our boys because
each one of them came off the
mat—win or lose—with their
heads held high.”
Highlights from the
match included freshman
Aiden Arroyo’s first varsity
win as he took his opponent
all the way to the end of the
match winning 13-9, a pin by
Jake Pineda in only 33 seconds, and a win for sophomore Kevin Flack, who then
headed straight to the theater
to perform in the band concert.
The team will be taking
a break from competition until Jan. 4, but still continues
to practice and get stronger
in order to make the bulk of
their season victorious.

(continued from page 10)

Trinity to adjust their
offense. However, the Jr. Bills
quickly racked up the fouls
to bail Trinity out, sending
them to the free throw line.
SLUH took advantage of
their own chances to extend
their lead at the free throw
line, and they led 36-22 at
the half.
In the third quarter,
Trinity started to apply
slight backcourt pressure,
but SLUH broke the pressure by making smart passes
that translated into baskets
against a spread out Trinity
defense.
At the end of the third
quarter, Trinity started to
make a run, draining a pair
of threes off of SLUH turnovers. The third quarter ended 47-38 SLUH, despite the
Jr. Bills holding a 17-point
lead earlier in the quarter.
SLUH tallied up fouls
quickly in the second half,
art | Syed Fakhryzada letting Trinity into the bonus

with over six minutes left in
the game.
The Jr. Bills held offensive possession slowly draining the clock, while still
scoring on open chances.
Trinity began to foul in
an attempt to stop the clock
with two minutes left in the
game, but the Jr. Bill lead was
too big to overcome. SLUH
kept fouling though, giving
Trinity hope to get back in
the game from the free throw
line, cutting the SLUH lead
to single digits. SLUH ran
out the clock though, winning 65-57.
Sanders continued his
hot streak with four threepointers and 22 points. Leritz had four three-balls and
26 points to help make the Jr.
Bills even their record at 2-2
for the season.
The Jr. Bills play CBC
tonight at CBC at 7 p.m.

Underclassman
Briefs
C-White Basketball
B Basketball
Thursday 12/14
Monday 12/11
SLUH		
44
SLUH		
41
De Smet
37
Belleville East 30
Next Game: Today at
Tuesday 12/12
CBC at 4 p.m.
SLUH		
39
Trinity		
61
C-Blue Basketball
Next Game: Today at CBC
Tuesday 12/12
at 5:30 p.m.
SLUH		
41
Trinity		
46
B Hockey
Thursday 12/14
Sunday 12/10
SLUH		
45
SLUH		
3
CBC		
20
Parkway West 2
Next Game: Wednesday Next Game: Saturday
Dec. 20 at Chaminade at Dec. 16 vs. Affton at Fen4:30 p.m.
ton Forum at 5:30p.m.

Senior Matt Leritz has led the
Jr. Bills in scoring in their last
two games. Against Rockhurst
last Saturday he dropped 13
points and scored 26 points
agianst Trinity last Tuesday.
art | Ian Shocklee

Senior Matt Leritz.

photo | Mrs. Kathy Chott

-compiled by Alex Fox and Nathan Langhauser

ALL-METRO ATHLETES
Soccer

Cross Country

Swimming

First Team:

Third Team:

First Team:

Kurt Schumacher (Senior)

Paul Burka (Senior)

Barclay Dale (Senior)

Second Team:

Patrick Hetlage (Junior)

Second Team:

Will Rudder (Senior)

Joe Feder (Junior)

Hockey heads into break with tough
matchups; missing players again against CBC

Varsity Racquetball beat De Smet 7-0

(continued from page 10)

last night, in two games for each match.

stonewall defense. As
each minute ticked off the
clock, SLUH began to feel
the anxiety of not scoring.
Behan pulled Rasch
for the extra attacker with
a little more than a minute
left and called timeout with
the Jr. Bills needing a goal.
However, the Vianney goalie
rose to the occasion, diving
on top of every loose puck
and making some ridiculous
saves to maintain Griffin
lead.

“We ran into a really hot
goalie, which happens sometimes,” said Winkelmann.
“We can’t really think too
much about it, we just have
to move on.”
After the final horn,
some of the Jr. Bills were in
shoving matches as a few Vianney players taunted them.
The officials did not let the
teams shake hands even after
the teams calmed down at
their respective benches.
“If anything this game
will whip us into shape and

help us realize that this isn’t
going to come as easy to us
as we thought it was going to
be,” said Winkelmann.
SLUH heads into the
winter break with a tough
schedule facing them, playing rival CBC twice. The first
of these games is tonight at 8
p.m. at Affton, where the Jr.
Bills look to return to their
winning ways.
“This weekend will be
a huge statement game, being short-handed again and
CBC will pretty much have

their whole team,” said Winkelmann.
“Our CBC game is a
nightmare with 12 missing
players. Mr. Schedule Maker
certainly made our opportunity to win the division
extremely difficult,” said Behan. “However we can only
control what we can control.
We will compete. We will be
better in the long run because of the adversity Mr.
Schedule Maker has amazingly inflicted us with.”

Racquetball Recap
SLUH scored 210 points while De Smet
only scored 52. No. 3 seed Adam Hanson
(Sr.), No. 5 seed Nick Patritti (Sr.), and
the doubles team of sophomores Nick
Schulze and Andrew Porterfield all
contiued their undefeated streak within
the season. The team plays in the
Holiday Classic this weekend.
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Friday, December 15

PN cutoutable Christmas ornaments to share
with your families

Adopt-a-Family Load and Deliver
AP
NHS Teacher Karaoke
Snack—Onion Rings
Lunch Special—Pasta Bar
Vegetarian—Olive Oil Pasta
4:00PM C Basketball (White) @ CBC
5:30PM B Basketball @ CBC
7:00PM V Basketball @ CBC
8:00PM V Hockey @ CBC

Regular Schedule

Saturday, December 16

5:00PM Faculty/Staff Christmas Party			
5:30PM B Hockey @Affton
8:00PM V Basketball @ Hillsboro

Sunday, December 17
7:55PM JV Hockey vs. Parkway West

Monday, December 18

Exam Schedule

First Semester Exams
11:30AM Christmas Eve Choir Rehearsal
Tuesday, December 19
Exam Schedule
First Semester Exams

Wednesday, December 20

Exam Schedule
First Semester Exams
3:00PM C Basketball (White) vs. Chaminade
4:30PM C Basketball (Blue) vs. Chaminade
6:00PM B Basketball vs. Chaminade
7:30PM V Basketball vs. Chaminade

Thursday, Decemeber 21

No School

Make-up exam day

Friday, Decemeber 22

No School
5:00PM V Basketball @ East St. Louis		
7:00PM B Basketball @ East St. Louis
8:00PM V Hockey vs. Chaminade

Sunday, December 24
9:30PM Prelude Music
10:00PM Christmas Eve Mass

Monday, December 25
Merry Christmas!

Christmas Day

Tuesday, December 26

No School
C Basketball (Blue) @ Cardinal Ritter Tournament

Wednesday, December 27

No School
C Basketball (Blue) @ Cardinal Ritter Tournament
Coaches vs. Cancer Basketball tournament
11:00AM Class of 2017 Class Reunion

Thursday, Decemeber 28

No School
C Basketball (Blue) @ Cardinal Ritter Tournament
Coaches vs. Cancer Basketball tournament

Friday, Decemeber 29

Coaches vs. Cancer Basketball tournament
8:00PM V Hockey vs. De Smet
9:45PM JV Hockey vs. De Smet

No School

Saturday, December 30

Coaches vs. Cancer Basketball tournament
8:45PM V Hockey @ Edwardsville

Sunday, December 31

Around the Hallways
Baby Driver Showing
Last Friday, Dec. 8, from
3:30 to 5:30 p.m. in room
M217 the SLUH Film Club
showed the movie “Baby
Driver.” About 20 to 25 people
filtered in and out throughout
the showing of the movie. Popcorn and soda were provided
for those who came.
Band Concert
The concert band,
symphonic band, orchestra,
freshman fun band and Jazz 1
bands of SLUH performed last
Wednesday night. This concert
featured the more traditional
bands of SLUH, rather than
the improvisational bands.
A new feature this year was
SLUH’s drumline, led by a new
instructor, Dominique Evans.
Around the hallways, students
and teachers both noted how
seasonally impressive and incredible the performance was.
Chorus/dance performances
Last Saturday, the SLUH
choral and dance programs,
along with the Circus Club,
held their annual Christmas
performances. Four different
SLUH choirs—a capella club,
zero hour, chorus concert, and
varsity chorus—performed a
total of 12 different songs. The
freshman Fine Arts Survey
class also performed a Christmas medley. The dance performance followed and was split

up into day classes and after
school classes. The three different classes did a total of seven
dances. The performance featured a dance called “Define
Me,” choreographed by dance
teacher Simione Anzalone,
that included four SLUH students and three girls from other schools. The SLUH Circus
Club had several performances
in between the dances.
Ignatian Teach In wrap
Those who went on the
Ignatian Family Teach In met
on Monday at 6:15 p.m. to reflect on the trip and talk about
how they can make political change within the United
States. Those who went to the
meeting wrote letters to their
respective state senators asking
to make the DOCA law less
geared towards political benefits. Teachers Meg Beugg, Mary
Michalski, and several students
made a pasta dinner for those
who attended.
Father-Son Bowling
On Saturday, Dec. 9,
SLUH students and their fathers gathered at Olivette
Lanes for the annual FatherSon Bowling event. Fathers
Club president Hap Burke
and executive board members
Charles Jellinek and Dan Lally
planned the events. The afternoon kicked off with lunch.
Burgers, fries, salad, chicken,

1:00PM JV Hockey @ Lafayette
and soft drinks were served
in buffet style. The father-son
duos then played three rounds
of bowling. The group with the
highest average scores in the
first round won a prize. In the
second round each bowler was
given a poker hand. Everytime
a strike was bowled, the bowler
drew a new card. The bowler
with the best poker hand at
the end of the game from each
group won a prize. The third
game involved stealing plastic
disks from opponents every
time a strike was bowled. If
a father-son duo finished the
game with a disk in hand, they
won a prize.
Medical Careers Club speaker
On Monday, the Medical Careers club hosted Rob
Grothe, ’86 to speak about his
work as an engineer helping
to develop new genomic sequencing technology. Grothe
designed a machine to help
sequence a person’s DNA in
less than a day. He explained to
those present how the machine
worked and how his work benefits both health and medicine.
Pastoral team Christmas parties
This past week, all the
pastoral teams celebrated
Christmas with a pizza party
rather than a typical meeting.
Freshmen had theirs on Thurs-

day, sophomores on Tuesday,
juniors on Wednesday, and
seniors on Tuesday. The pizza
was supplemented by soda and
snacks brought by the members of the pastoral teams. The
pizza for the seniors arrived
nearly at the end of lunch, but
the party was redeemed by a
pinata brought by Charlie McGroaty.
Scholar Bowl
This past Tuesday, the St.
Louis U. High Scholar Bowl
team participated in the private school league championship tournament. The tournament consists of private
schools around St. Louis who
play single matches throughout the year, culminating in
an elimination bracket tournament. The varsity A team, with
seniors Matthew Dorsey, Liam
Heffernan, and Chris Schaefer
finished third in the varsity
bracket. Dorsey also came in
fourth in the individual competition, and sophomore Daniel Gatewood earned sixth.
With the private school league
over, Ice plans to continue the
club into second semester with
more tournaments and informal scrimmages with schools
like Rosati-Kain.
—compiled byJoe Lux,

Paul Gillam, James Pollard,
Handley Hicks

Monday, January 1

No School

8:30PM V Hockey vs. CBC

Tuesday, January 2

5:00PM Father’s Club Night at Blues Hockey

No School

Wednesday, January 3

Regular Schedule
Senior Project Begins
Third Quarter Begins
AP
Snack—Chicken Bites
Lunch Special—Chinese
Vegetarian—Grilled Cheese
4:00PM C Basketball (White) vs. CBC
Thursday, January 4
Regular Schedule
Grades Due
AP
Snack—Mac and Cheese Bites
Lunch Special—Papa John’s Pizza
Vegetarian—Olive Oil Pasta
3:30PM V Rball vs. Kirkwood
JV 2 Rball vs. Lindbergh
5:00PM JV/V Wrestling vs. MICDS/Ritenour

Friday, January 5

Regular Schedule
JV/V Wrestling @ Vianney Tournament
Alumni Day
AP
Junior Scheduling Meeting
Snack—Cinnamon Rolls
Lunch Special—Taco Bar
Vegetarian—Garden Burger
1:00PM V Basketball vs. Vianney
4:00PM C Basketball (Blue) vs. Vianney
5:30PM B Basketball vs. Vianney
6:00PM C/JV/V Wrestling vs. CBC
8:15PM V Hockey @ De Smet
calendar | Liam John

